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Introduction

On March 27, 1999, after four nights of sustained aerial bombardment by NATO aircraft, the Serbian 3rd Battalion of the 250th
Missile Brigade shot down the invincible U.S. Air Force F-117
Stealth fighter using a Soviet-made SA-3 surface-to-air missile. The
pilot ejected safely from his crippled aircraft and landed deep in
hostile territory. Serbian military and paramilitary forces rushed to
his location from all quadrants. The propaganda value of shooting
down and capturing an American F-117 pilot was enormous.
Remarkably, NATO Combat Search and Rescue forces extracted
the pilot near the Serbian town of Ruma, sixteen miles from his last
known GPS location.
On May 2, 1999, Serbian forces shot down a U.S. Air Force
F-16 fighter with a Soviet-made SA-6 surface-to-air missile outside
the city of Novi Sad. The pilot ejected from his crippled aircraft and
landed in the forests of Fruska Gora National Park. Once again,
NATO Combat Search and Rescue forces extracted the F-16 pilot
thirty miles from his last known GPS location.
Given the geographical constraints of the Vojvodina region of
Serbian, which was deep inside enemy territory, it would have been
extremely difficult for the downed pilots to evade enemy capture
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had there not been a network of friendly forces established in the
area. These rescue operations are documented historic events; however, many details were omitted due to their highly classified nature.
What follows is a work of fiction and offers a possible explanation
as to why these two pilots were successfully rescued within hours of
being shot down.

CHAPTER 1

Jasenovac Concentration
Camp, Yugoslavia

January 1945
At precisely six in the morning, Ustashe prison guard Vera Curic—
a large, heavyset woman wearing a grey, well-pressed uniform—
walked slowly to the women’s political prisoner block. This facility
housed enemies of the state. Once inside the cellblock, Curic shouted
in Serbo-Croatian, “Walsh, get up! Walsh, come forward!”
Jasenovac was not one camp but a cluster of five detention centers. Collectively, this facility was the third-largest concentration
camp in all of Europe. A few minutes earlier when Curic first
approached the dilapidated structure, she caught whiff of the
stench—a combination of body odor, vomit, excrement, and rotting blood. Because of the never-ending stream of female prisoners
that overwhelmed the prison’s capacity, the system had to be simplified. The female prisoners had to forgo bathing and changing
clothes. Most slept nude or slightly clad; it was easier to clean a
naked body. Curic knew that to enter this facility was to pass
through the gates of hell itself; that is why she took her time and
walked slowly into the structure. When she entered, she placed her
hand over her nose and mouth to keep from breathing the stench.
In front of her were eighty-three women crammed into a hut built
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for seven. All slept five or six to a bunk stacked- up three high. At
first glance, the women in the political block would never be recognized as human beings. Most were lice-infested skeletal creatures
with shaved heads and sullen faces.
A frail, semi naked figure appeared from the shadows and whispers upon hearing Curic’s command. She looked sixty years old but
was only twenty-six. The young woman could barely stand, too
fragile from weeks of intense manual labor and dysentery. She
approached Curic and said in English, “It’s Lieutenant Walsh! I’m
a British officer.”
“I don’t care who you are. Komendant Huber will see you,
now!”
Walsh knew that when called to see the SS camp administrator,
nobody returns. In a way, she felt this was it and that this was her
release from hell. Stalling for time, she switched to Serbo-Croatian,
“It’s cold outside; I need to get more clothing on.”
“No, the Komendant will see you immediately!”
Walsh reluctantly went out into the cold winter morning—Curic
behind, poking her with a cane. As they made their way to the
camp headquarters, Walsh caught sight of two Ustashe officers and
a private standing next to SS Sturmbannfuhrer Huber. Curic
stopped and shoved Walsh toward the men and shouted, “Get on
your knees whore!”
Reluctantly, Walsh dropped slowly to the ground.
Huber unfolded a small piece of paper, a telegram from Gestapo
Headquarters, Berlin, and read the simple decree in English.
“By order of the Fuhrer, British political prisoner Penelope Walsh
is to be executed at once!”
He lowered the order and watched as the private walked over to
Walsh and drew his small-caliber pistol from his holster. He circled
behind her and pointed the gun to the back of her head. Surprisingly, despite the despair of certain death, the young woman felt no
fear. She had accomplished her job and done it well. Soon the Red
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Army and Tito’s partisans would advance on the camp. She smiled
inside knowing the Soviets would be issuing Huber’s own execution
orders within weeks. She thought about her young daughter left
behind in England and knew the child would be in good hands.
Then she looked into the eyes of each of the three officers in front
of her. She had contributed to the Allied victory. None of the V-1
rockets she helped destroy would reach their targets. Huber gave a
nod, and the private fired one shot to the back of her head. Death
was instantaneous.
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